Ab initio thermodynamics was combined with density functional theory calculations to identify stable γ -MnOOH (010) surface terminations in response to varying oxygen and water partial pressures. Within the range of accessible oxygen chemical potentials, reduced manganese atoms are not thermodynamically stable at the surface. Oxidation of the surface by addition of oxygen is favorable at oxygen chemical potentials typically found in experiments. Entropy drives the removal of H 2 from the stoichiometric surface above 603 K under ambient conditions, in close agreement with the experimental decomposition temperature of 573 K. Molecular adsorption of water at half-monolayer and monolayer coverages is highly exothermic and significantly lowers the surface free energy of the clean surface. Dissociative adsorption of water is only possible at monolayer coverage, where it is stabilized by the formation of a hydrogen-bonding network on the surface. The most thermodynamically stable surfaces are oxidized surfaces, but the stoichiometric and fully hydrated surfaces may be accessible in experiments due to slow oxidation kinetics of the surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manganese oxides represent an important class of materials that show promise in a variety of technological applications, ranging from catalysis and batteries to water treatment and sensing. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Because they are prevalent in geological settings and have significant adsorption capacity, they also play a critical role in the geochemical cycling of heavy metals. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Of particular interest is the ability of manganese oxides to oxidize heavy metal ions, including Cr III11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and As III . 12, [22] [23] [24] [25] In the environment as well as in technological applications, knowledge of the structural and chemical properties of manganese oxide surfaces is essential as they are closely linked to the surface reactivity. Molecular-level understanding of these surfaces, however, is limited.
γ -MnOOH, also known as manganite, has been the subject of numerous investigations, especially in the context of electrochemical applications and heavy metal adsorption and oxidation. It is the most stable MnOOH polymorph and is pseudomorphous to rutile-type β-MnO 2 . It is composed of edge-sharing Mn III O 6 octahedra linked by shared corners. Early structural refinements placed γ -MnOOH in the B2 1 /d space group (Number 14) with eight formula units per unit cell. 26, 27 More recently, Kohler et al. 28 solved the structure in the P2 1 /c space group (Number 14) , which has only four formula units per unit cell. These two structural definitions give the same atomic arrangements. In γ -MnOOH, two distinct oxygen types are observed. The first of these, O1, is covalently bonded to the hydrogen atoms, while the second oxygen type, O2, hydrogen bonds to the hydrogen atoms. The covalent O-H bonds are arranged antiferroelectrically (AFE) in the bulk, with every other OH group aligned in the opposite direction. The tetrahedral coordination sphere of both oxygen types is completed by three manganese atoms. Each Mn III O 6 octahedron has three O1 and three O2 atoms in its first coordination shell, with O1 and O2 forming linear O1-Mn-O2 arrangements.
Several experimental techniques have been applied to γ -MnOOH surfaces in an effort to understand the surface structure. Perfect cleavage occurs at the (010) surface, and good cleavage can be obtained at the (110) and (001) surfaces as well. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy studies performed on ion-thinned samples of natural manganite showed that the (010) and (001) surfaces are generally uniform in appearance and mostly defect-free. 29 , 30 Jun and Martin 31 investigated dissolution of the γ -MnOOH surface as a function of pH and reductant concentration and used atomic force microscopy to monitor changes in surface morphology. The single-crystal surfaces under study were determined to be predominantly the (010) surface. Before treatment, the surfaces were flat with step edges. Dissolution occurred through step retreat and etching. Above a pH of approximately 5.5 with O 2 present, surface precipitation competed with surface dissolution, and hillocks formed on the surface.
Surface composition has been explored in a number of experimental efforts. It is well known that γ -MnOOH oxidizes to β-MnO 2 in natural systems, 29, 30, 32, 33 and it might be expected that Mn IV may exist at the surface under certain conditions. For example, electron energy loss spectroscopy in scanning transmission electron microscopy analysis of a natural powdered sample of γ -MnOOH gave an average valence of 3.4 due to the presence of β-MnO 2 .
34 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has commonly been employed to determine the oxidation state of manganese at the manganite surface. Jun and Martin 31 found only Mn III at the (010) surface during reductive dissolution and surface precipitation. Nesbitt and Banerjee 35 also analyzed single crystals and detected Mn III at the surface, but the exposed surface was not identified.
In other XPS studies, powdered samples were used, and therefore, it is unclear as to which surfaces contributed to the results. Mn III was observed in some cases, 36, 37 while Mn IV was detected by Ramstedt et al. 38 after acid treatment. Oku et al. 39 were unable to assign an unambiguous valence to manganese in γ -MnOOH because partial dehydration of the sample occurred at room temperature in their vacuum system. Some of the XPS experiments also examined the nature of oxygen at the manganite surface. A few reports have shown the OH − :O 2− ratio at the surface to be close to 1:1. 35, 36 One investigation demonstrated that the OH − :O 2− ratio increased with pH, possibly as a result of deprotonation of surface-bound water. 38 Nesbitt and Banerjee 35 identified structurally or chemisorbed water in the O 1s spectra as did Ramstedt and co-workers. 38 Again, it is unknown which surfaces were relevant in these reports.
Although the small number of surface studies described here offers some information for building a γ -MnOOH surface model, there exist significant gaps in the molecular-level detail that need to be addressed in order to probe chemical properties and redox behavior of these surfaces. Atomistic modeling using density functional theory (DFT) has become a reliable method for examining various surface terminations and finding stable reconstructions that can be used in the interpretation of experimental data. [40] [41] [42] [43] Recently, Xia et al. 44 applied DFT and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) to explore the perfect (010) cleavage surface of manganite and the effect of hydration on surface structure. The clean stoichiometric surface was found to be stable and to exhibit electronic properties similar to the bulk. Water physisorbed on the surface, but dissociated water could not be stabilized. It was concluded that the local water environment controlled the surface structure and water-water interactions were stronger than the water-surface interactions, especially when liquid water was simulated at the surface. While this study thoroughly addressed surface hydration, the redox behavior of the surface was not investigated. Here, we present DFT calculations of reduced and oxidized γ -MnOOH (010) surfaces and compare their thermodynamic stability to the stability of clean stoichiometric and hydrated surfaces under varying oxygen and water partial pressures across a range of temperatures. Reduction of the surface is not favorable, but surface oxidation results in thermodynamically stable surface reconstructions. Although surface hydration significantly lowers the surface energy compared to the clean surface, the lowest-energy hydrated surface is metastable to the fully oxidized surface. Our results indicate that most experimental work may have observed unoxidized and kinetically trapped metastable surfaces.
II. METHODS

A. DFT calculations and method validation
Periodic DFT calculations were performed using standard density functional software. 45, 46 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) formalism of Perdew et al. 47 was utilized with a double-numeric-plus-polarization atom-centered basis set. The P2 1 /c structure of Kohler et al. 28 with four formula units per unit cell was used. Bulk lattice optimizations were carried out using (3 × 3 × 3) k points in a Monkhorst-Pack grid 48 and a real-space cutoff of 4.5Å. Possible spin arrangements for P2 1 /c manganite include nonmagnetic (NM), ferromagnetic (FM), and three antiferromagnetic (AFM) states (+−−+, ++−−, +−+−). All AFM structures are lower in energy than the NM and FM structures, in agreement with experimental evidence of the AFM character of γ -MnOOH below 45 K. 49 Specifically, the +−−+ structure is the most stable followed by the ++−−, +−+−, FM, and NM configurations with energies of 2.1, 52, 125, and 385 meV per formula unit, respectively, relative to the +−−+ structure. The +−−+ and ++−− configurations are close in energy because, in the (010) plane, each manganese is surrounded by manganese atoms of the opposite spin (the spins alternate along the [101] and [101] directions). They differ only in that the +−−+ structure has an AFM arrangement of spins in the (001) plane, while the ++−− structure exhibits an FM spin arrangement in this plane.
The optimized bulk lattice constants and bond lengths for the AFM +−−+ and FM structures are compared to other DFT-GGA results and to experimental data in Table I . Generally, the AFM configuration gives better agreement with experimental data than the FM structure, as expected, but the calculated FM bulk lattice constants are only 0.69% and 0.50% larger than the AFM ones. Excellent agreement with the experimental bulk lattice constants 28 is achieved for the AFM structure with calculated values of 5.357Å (+1.0%) and 5.330Å (+1.0%) (percent error shown in parentheses). Bond lengths are overestimated by no more than 2% for the Mn-O bonds and 4% for the O-H bonds and are in good agreement with other DFT-GGA results 44, 50 (Table I ). The magnitude of the spins for the AFM +−−+ configuration is determined to be 3.73μ B and 3.45μ B by the Mulliken and Hirshfeld methods, respectively, which is higher than the experimental spin moment of 3.3μ B . 49 The manganite band gap has not been measured experimentally. A band gap of 1.16 eV is calculated for the most stable structure, but it is likely that the band gap is underestimated, a known problem in DFT-GGA calculations due to the DFT self-interaction error. A number of methods have been used to correct this error, including the DFT + U approach 51 and hybrid functionals. 52 Arguments for using these methods to model manganese oxides are based on the highly correlated nature of these systems and on the ability of these methods to correctly predict the band gap of MnO. [53] [54] [55] [56] However, it is uncertain how well these methods will predict surface energies for these systems given the lack of experimental data with which to compare calculated results. In fact, Franchini et al. 56 found that DFT + U and hybrid functionals both give incorrect trends for relative formation energies for a number of manganese oxides, with oxygen-poor compounds being overstabilized compared to the oxygen-rich ones. While GGA underestimates formation energies, it predicts the correct trend. Because we are interested in relative energies of surfaces with varying amounts of oxygen, GGA should be the most reliable method for this system. The (010) surface model was constructed from the optimized bulk AFM +−−+ structure, maintaining the spin ordering throughout the slab. The surfaces of the slab were related by inversion symmetry and were separated by at least 10Å of vacuum. A (1 × 1) surface cell with a surface area of 26.1Å
2 was used for all calculations. For the stoichiometric surface termination, the (1 × 1) surface consists of one O1 atom and one O2 atom in the first atomic layer and two exposed manganese atoms in the second atomic layer [see Fig. 1(a) for the layer sequencing]. The slab was treated with a (3 × 1 × 3) Monkhorst-Pack grid. 48 The real-space cutoff was reduced to 3.5Å for computational efficiency, but increasing the real-space cutoff to 5.5Å led to a difference of no more than a few meV/Å 2 in surface free energy γ . All atoms in 
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Spin ordering the slab were optimized using a force tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å. Optimal slab thickness was determined by convergence of γ and comparison of the geometries of the central layers to calculated bulk geometries. At five metal layers, γ is well converged as are the geometries in the middle of the slab. Oxidation states of the manganese atoms were calculated using the Mulliken and Hirshfeld spins, which indicate the number of unpaired electrons on the atoms, and knowledge of the number of electrons in the system relative to the stoichiometric surface. The frozen phonon method 57 was employed in frequency calculations with perturbation of atom positions by ±0.53 pm (0.01 bohr) in each direction.
B. Ab initio thermodynamics
To extend surface energy values calculated at 0 K to experimentally relevant temperatures and pressures, ab initio thermodynamics was employed. This theoretical framework has become an increasingly popular method for identifying dominant surface terminations under variable temperatures and pressures. 40, 41, 43, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] For a system at equilibrium under constant temperature and pressure, the thermodynamic behavior is governed by the relationship between Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy: G = H − TS. Here, we assume chemical and thermal equilibriums exist between the surface, the bulk, and a gas reservoir. The following equation then defines γ as a function of temperature and pressure,
In Eq. (1), G slab is the Gibbs free energy of the slab, and N i and μ i are the number and chemical potential, respectively, of type i atoms. The total Gibbs free energy is divided by twice the surface area to account for two equivalent surfaces of the slab. The Gibbs free energy of the slab can be calculated by considering the contributions at 0 K and at higher temperatures separately. At 0 K and pressures below 10.1 MPa, the enthalpy is essentially equivalent to the internal energy of the system, 60 which is simply the DFT total energy of the slab neglecting the zero-point energy. The enthalpic and entropic contributions at finite temperatures are encompassed in the change in Gibbs free energy due to vibrational energy (including the zero-point energy) for the slab as well as for the bulk oxide. For these two components of the system, calculation of the vibrational component to the free energy involves the mathematical framework of statistical mechanics. Details can be found in the thorough treatment by McQuarrie. 68 Here, we present only the final equation for the calculation of the change in Gibbs free energy due to vibrational energy G vib ,
The summation is over all vibrational frequencies v i , and the vibrational temperature v i is equal to hv i /k B , where h is the Planck constant and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The vibrational energy contribution to the Gibbs free energy is surface dependent as it is highly sensitive to the presence of OH groups. The different surface structures studied in this work lead to different magnitudes of this contribution to γ . For example, γ is lowered by 13 meV/Å 2 at 298.15 K when all surface hydrogen are removed, but full hydration of the surface with physisorbed water lowers γ by 19 meV/Å 2 at the same temperature.
Because the chemical potential of each atom type must be equal in all phases at equilibrium, μ i can be defined in terms of the Gibbs free energies of the bulk oxide and of the gas-phase species,
As with the Gibbs free energy of the slab, the chemical potentials of the elements can be determined from the DFT total energies and enthalpic and entropic contributions to the Gibbs free energy at finite temperatures. Because of the lack of relevant experimental data, these contributions to G bulk MnOOH were computed using Eq. (2). For the gas-phase species, the change in Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature includes translational and rotational energies as well as the vibrational energy. The NIST-JANAF tables 69 provided the data for calculating the temperature dependence of μ O and μ H . The pressure dependence was determined using the following equation:
Physical constraints place boundaries on the range of accessible μ O values. The oxygen-rich limit is characterized by condensation of O 2 on the surface, while the oxide separates into bulk metal, O 2 gas, and H 2 gas at the oxygen-poor limit. If this range of μ O values is rescaled so that, in the oxygen-rich limit, μ O is equal to 0 eV, the following relationship defines the range of accessible μ O values:
The Gibbs free energy of bulk manganese metal G bulk Mn was calculated for collinear AFM α-Mn using DFT-GGA optimized lattice constants 70 and (4 × 4 × 4) k points in a Monkhorst-Pack grid. 48 It was shown by Hobbs et al. 70 that a collinear spin arrangement is a good model energetically for the real noncollinear system at the optimized lattice constants. For the Gibbs free energy of O 2 , we used the experimental value for the dissociation energy to correct for the well-known 0.9-eV error in the GGA energy as documented in previous studies. 43, 47, 67 Given that no thermochemical data exist for the heat of formation of γ -MnOOH, the calculated energies for bulk manganite, collinear AFM α-Mn, and H 2 were employed along with the corrected energy for the O 2 molecule to obtain a value of −6.68 eV for the heat of formation of γ -MnOOH at 0 K. The lower limit of μ O in Eq. (8) is thus determined to be −3.34 eV.
It should be noted that μ O and μ H are independent variables, and surface hydrogen in equilibrium with both H 2 and H 2 O need to be considered. At low oxygen concentrations, surface hydrogen atoms are in equilibrium with H 2 , and Eq. (5) applies. When the oxygen partial pressure is high enough, μ H is dominated by equilibrium with water and is therefore described by Eq. (6). The crossover from equilibrium with H 2 to equilibrium with H 2 O as a function of μ O is calculated to be −2.89 eV by solving Eqs. (5) and (6) for μ H and then equating them. [This crossover is indicated by a vertical dashed line in Figs. 3(a) and 6(a).] Uncorrected values were used for H 2 and H 2 O atomization energies, as the GGA errors are small, i.e., 0.13 and 0.042 eV, respectively, consistent with a previous study.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Clean stoichiometric surface
The γ -MnOOH (010) stoichiometric surface is depicted in It is formed by the transfer of hydrogen atoms from O1 in layer 3 to O2 in layer 1 so that all layer 1 and layer 3 oxygen atoms are chemically equivalent to O1 and O2, respectively. Both the AFE and the FE surfaces were optimized, and the FE surface was found to be more stable than the AFE surface by approximately 3.3 meV/Å in γ between 0 and 700 K. These results are consistent with those of Xia et al., 44 who also determined that the FE surface is lower in energy than the AFE surface. The preference for the FE arrangement of O-H dipoles at the surface results from the fact that O2 is three-fold coordinated on the FE surface, whereas it is only two-fold coordinated and comparatively undersaturated on the AFE surface.
The effect of the O2 coordination number at the surface can be observed in the calculated vertical and lateral surface relaxations, which are presented in Tables II and III , respectively. Layer 1 O1 undergoes a large outward relaxation of +23% relative to the bulk on the AFE surface and +27% on the FE surface. Layer 1 O2 also expands out of the surface by +25% on the FE surface, but a significantly smaller expansion is observed on the AFE surface (+9%). Mn1 and Mn2 in layer 2 show large inward relaxations (−18% to −29%) on both surfaces, but the layer 2-3 spacing contracts less on the AFE surface (Table II) . The combined effect of the smaller relaxations of layer 1 O2 and layer 2 manganese on the AFE surface is to decrease the Mn-O2 bond lengths relative to the FE surface (1.85 vs 1.95Å). The short Mn-O2 bonds on the AFE surface allow the coordinatively unsaturated O2 atom to draw more electron density from the surface manganese atoms and to partially satisfy its undersaturation. Another noteworthy difference in the calculated vertical layer spacings between the AFE and FE surfaces is the layer 5-6 Mn2-O relaxations (+1% and +10% for the AFE and FE surfaces, respectively), which are affected by the layer 3 oxygen coordination. Specifically, the layer 3 oxygen to which layer 5 Mn2 is bonded changes from O1 on the AFE surface to O2 on the FE surface. The stronger Mn2-O2 interaction pulls Mn2 further out of the surface, and the layer 3 O-layer 5 Mn2 bond length decreases by 0.10Å on the FE surface. Small lateral relaxations along the [001] and [100] directions are observed through layer 5 for both surfaces (Table III) . The most significant lateral relaxations involve the first two layers, and generally, larger relaxations are Fig. 2(c) ] illustrates the similar electronic character of the surface and the bulk and confirms the results of Xia et al. 44 In all cases, a band gap of approximately 1.2 eV is observed, demonstrating that no conducting states appear at the surface. Considerable overlap of the manganese 3d and oxygen 2p orbitals between 2.2 and 6.3 eV below the Fermi energy (E F ) reveals covalent bonding at the AFE and FE surfaces [ Figs. 2(a)  and 2(b) ]. Covalent interactions within the same range are also observed in the bulk [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Yet, significant ionicity is also apparent as both surfaces and the bulk have significant localization of electrons in the 3d orbitals on manganese shown by large peaks in the manganese PDOS above −2.0 eV. Xia et al. 44 also reported a combination of covalent and ionic interactions between manganese and oxygen in γ -MnOOH based on analysis of atomic charges. Above −2.0 eV, the AFE surface shows more covalency than the FE surface and the bulk with good overlap between the manganese 3d and O2 2p orbitals between 0.95 and 1.5 eV below E F [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The manganese 3d orbitals on the FE surface [ Fig. 2(b) ] and in the bulk [ Fig. 2(c)] , however, interact little with the O 2p orbitals within this region and shift to lower energies (between −2.0 and −1.2 eV). This difference between the AFE and the FE surface electronic structures occurs because of the short Mn-O2 bonds at the AFE surface that allow more manganese-oxygen orbital interactions. When O2 covalently bonds to hydrogen in the FE surface, the majority of the O2 2p PDOS above −2.0 eV shifts to the O 2p-H 1s orbital interaction region between −8.1 and −6.9 eV. For both surfaces and the bulk, additional manganese 3d PDOS appears above −0.75 eV. The manganese 3d states above −2.0 eV are due to unpaired electrons, which is consistent with the assigned oxidation state of high-spin Mn III at the surface and in the bulk based on the average calculated Mulliken spins of 3.75 and 3.73, respectively.
B. Reduced and oxidized surfaces
To at the surface are stabilized by hydrogen transfer from layer 3 O1 to layer 1 O2 (see Fig. 1 ). Specifically, when vibrational energy contributions to γ are excluded, γ of O1 + H is lowered by 7.64 meV/Å 2 , and the O = Mn1, O = Mn2, and O = Mn FE surfaces are preferred over the AFE surfaces by 1.41, 2.08, and 20.1 meV/Å 2 , respectively. Ab initio thermodynamics results for the lowest-energy structure of each surface are presented in Fig. 3 (both the O = Mn AFE and FE surface results are given due to the large difference in their energies). The surface free energy phase diagram in Fig. 3(a) is presented as a function of μ O , while the independent variable μ H is held at the minimum for clarity, i.e., all of the hydrogen in the system is bound to the surface. Similarly, the vibrational contributions to the energies are not included in Fig. 3(a) because they increase linearly with temperature and μ O is a function of temperature and pressure. The magnitude of the effect of vibrational entropy (and, to a minor extent, enthalpy) at finite temperatures varies for each surface depending on the structure but has the greatest impact for the hydroxylated surfaces as shown in Table IV . For the stoichiometric surface, these vibrational energy contributions lower the surface free energy by 14 meV/Å 2 at 298.15 K and by 62 meV/Å 2 at 600 K. Because Fig. 3(a) does not incorporate these effects, it offers a firstorder approximation of the relative stabilities of the surfaces studied. Yet, the data given in Table IV demonstrate that the relative ordering of the surfaces generally remains unchanged. Fig. 3(a) ]. Removing structural H 2 O from the surface (O1 + 2H) leads to a surface 100 meV/Å 2 higher in γ than the stoichiometric surface. None of the reduced surfaces becomes stable within the range of accessible μ O . This result is reasonable, given the fact that, at pH 7, thermodynamics dictates that Mn II would dissolve from the surface at low p O 2 or be reoxidized at high p O 2 . 31 It should be noted, however, that we have studied limiting cases, and there may exist reduced surfaces with lower vacancy concentrations that are thermodynamically stable at low μ O . The O = Mn FE surface, where both Mn1 and Mn2 atoms are oxidized, is predicted to be more stable than the stoichiometric one above a μ O value of −0.77 eV. This fully oxidized surface is slightly more stable than structures where only one surface Mn is oxidized. At the crossover point, the O = Mn1 and O = Mn2 surfaces, respectively, are only 9.34 and 13.7 meV/Å 2 higher in γ . These results show that Mn1 is somewhat easier to oxidize than Mn2. Mn2 cannot donate electrons as readily as Mn1 because Mn2 has three O 2− in its coordination sphere, which strongly pull electrons away from it. Mn1, on the other hand, has only two O 2− in its coordination sphere. In Fig. 3(b) , γ is plotted as a function of temperature at ambient conditions, modeled as p O 2 = 20 kPa and p H 2 O = 3.2 kPa. The O = Mn FE surface is found to be stable up to 603 K. Above this temperature, the 2H surface becomes the most thermodynamically stable surface. The gain in entropy by driving H 2 from the surface causes the crossover from the O = Mn FE surface to the 2H surface. The predicted temperature at which hydrogen can be removed from the surface is only 30 K higher than the temperature (573 K) at which γ -MnOOH oxidizes to β-MnO 2 in air. 28 UHV conditions are also studied using p O 2 = p H 2 O = 10 −8 kPa. In Fig. 3(c) , it is shown that the crossover temperature between the O = Mn FE and 2H surfaces simply shifts to lower values. The O = Mn FE surface may be observed up to a temperature of 359 K, while the 2H surface is the most stable above 359 K. Oku et al. 39 detected dehydration of the γ -MnOOH surface at room temperature in a vacuum system with a p O 2 below approximately 10 −13 kPa. If UHV conditions are modeled as p O 2 = p H 2 O = 10 −13 kPa, then the 2H surface is calculated to be slightly lower in γ than the O = Mn FE surface at 298.15 K, which is consistent with the experimental observations. It should be noted that the stoichiometric, O = Mn1, and O = Mn2 surfaces are less than 20 meV/Å 2 higher in γ than the O = Mn FE surface at the transition to the 2H surface under all conditions simulated here and may be accessible, depending on surface preparation methods and kinetic effects. Given the limited number of surface terminations explored in this work, we must also point out that other surface terminations not discussed here may be observed experimentally. The redox behavior of the γ -MnOOH (010) surface may be richer than indicated by these results.
Of the surface reconstructions examined above, detailed structural analysis will only be provided for the O = Mn and 2H surfaces because these surfaces are predicted to be the most stable under ambient conditions. Unlike the stoichiometric AFE and FE surfaces, the O = Mn AFE and FE surfaces exhibit substantially different reconstructions [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], explaining the large difference in their γ values, which is not observed for other AFE and FE surface pairs. On both O = Mn surfaces, manganyl (Mn = O) groups are formed. As shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) , the Mn1-O bond length is 1.55Å on both surfaces, comparable to bond lengths calculated for manganyl groups on β-MnO 2 (110), (100), and (101) oxidized surfaces 67 and for ferryl groups on the α-Fe 2 O 3 (0001) surface. 71 The Mn2-O bond lengthens from 1.62Å on the AFE surface to 1.70Å on the FE surface. This increase in Mn2-O bond length results from the formation of hydrogen bonds between the manganyl oxygen and the hydrogens of the OH groups at the surface [see Fig. 4(d) ], which pull the oxygen away from Mn2. These hydrogen-bonding interactions confer significant stabilization to the O = Mn FE surface relative to the O = Mn AFE surface. They also affect the degree of oxidation of surface and subsurface manganese. On the AFE surface, Mn1 and Mn2 are oxidized to Mn V with Mn1 adopting a no-spin configuration and Mn2 assuming a high-spin arrangement. Mn1 is no-spin Mn V on the FE surface as well, but Mn2 is oxidized only to high-spin Mn IV . The second electron withdrawn by the manganyl oxygen comes from layer 5 Mn1, which is oxidized to high-spin Mn IV . Vertical and lateral relaxations for the O = Mn AFE and FE surfaces are presented in Tables II and III , respectively. Equivalent layers of the two surfaces undergo vertical relaxation in the same direction, but the magnitudes vary considerably between the two surfaces. Layer 2 manganese atoms undergo significant relaxation out of the surface due to formation of the manganyl groups (Table II) . As a result, the O-Mn layer 1-2 spacing is appreciably smaller compared to that of the stoichiometric surface (by an average of 0.446Å for the AFE surface and 0.269Å for the FE surface), while the layer 2-3 spacing grows by an average of 0.384 and 0.592Å going from the stoichiometric AFE and FE surfaces, respectively, to the O = Mn surfaces. To facilitate hydrogen bonding on the O = Mn FE surface, layer 2 Mn1 and Mn2 experience significantly greater outward relaxations than they do on the O = Mn AFE surface (+67% vs +34% for Mn1 and +55% vs +38% for Mn2). Layer 1 oxygen atoms also undergo less inward relaxation on the FE surface (Table II) . Because the hydrogen bonds between layer 1 and layer 3 are broken to form the hydrogen bonds between the manganyl oxygen and the hydrogen atoms at the surface, layer 3 oxygen atoms on the FE surface relax into the surface to a greater degree than those on the AFE surface (−29% vs −10%). Differences in the layer 5-6 Mn2-O relaxation between the AFE and FE surfaces result from the same mechanism as described for the stoichiometric surfaces. The lateral relaxations of the first two layers on the FE surface are considerably larger than those on the AFE surface (Table III) . Along the [001] direction, the layer 1 and layer 2 relaxations range from +0.36 to +0.56Å, while they span −0.25 to −0.44Å along the [100] direction on the FE surface. These large lateral movements enable the formation of hydrogen bonds at the surface. The lateral relaxations of the remaining layers on the FE surface and of all layers on the AFE surface are less than ±0.10Å (Table III) .
The oxidized 2H surface exhibits a reconstruction visually similar to the stoichiometric surface (see Fig. 1 ), but significant differences in vertical and lateral relaxations exist (Tables II  and III , respectively). The layer 1-2 spacing is similar to the stoichiometric FE surface with O1 and O2 expanding outward by +30% and +26%, respectively (it should be noted that layer 1 and layer 3 O1 atoms are chemically equivalent to O2 on this surface). Unlike on the stoichiometric surface, layer 2 manganese atoms undergo significant outward expansion of approximately +21% relative to the bulk, while layer 3 oxygen atoms relax toward the bulk by −32%. These changes in vertical layer spacing result from the lack of hydrogen bonding at the surface, which normally prevents layer 3 oxygen from falling toward the bulk. The layer 3 oxygen then also pulls the layer 5 manganese away from the bulk to gain more electron density from the manganese, thereby increasing the layer 5-6 spacing (Table II) and decreasing the layer 3 O-layer 5 Mn bond lengths by an average of 0.43 A relative to the stoichiometric FE surface. The oxidation of the surface by removal of H 2 gas also causes considerable lateral relaxations throughout much of the slab (Table III) . The lateral relaxations of layer 1 oxygen atoms are similar to those for the equivalent atoms on the O = Mn FE surface (Table III) proposed to result from removal of hydrogen. 30 The 2H surface reconstruction, therefore, demonstrates a possible pathway to the structural rearrangement that occurs upon oxidation of γ -MnOOH to β-MnO 2 . Intriguingly, the oxidation does not occur layer by layer as layer 2 Mn2 and layer 5 Mn1 are oxidized to high-spin Mn IV , while the rest of the manganese atoms in the slab maintain high-spin Mn III oxidation states except layer 5 Mn2, which is low-spin Mn III .
C. Hydrated surfaces
Both dissociative and molecular adsorption of H 2 O at half-monolayer and monolayer coverages on the γ -MnOOH (010) stoichiometric surface were investigated to examine completion of the surface manganese coordination sphere due to hydration. A combination of the two adsorption mechanisms was not pursued because molecular adsorption is significantly more favorable than dissociative adsorption and test calculations show that the combination of the two results in energies comparable to dissociative adsorption alone. A total of 22 and 11 initial positions were optimized for half-monolayer and monolayer coverages, respectively. It should be noted that, although a large number of configurations of water molecules were examined, it is possible that the global minima may not have been located and lower-energy structures than those presented here are possible. At halfmonolayer coverage, H 2 O is considered to adsorb only on Mn1 or Mn2. The naming scheme used here reflects the type of adsorption and the surface manganese on which H 2 O adsorbs. The set of surfaces named H 2 O-Mn1 represents molecular adsorption on Mn1, and H 2 O-Mn2 identifies the set of surfaces with H 2 O molecularly adsorbed on Mn2.
(At half-monolayer coverage, only molecular adsorption is exothermic because hydrogen-bonding interactions cannot stabilize dissociated water.) The H 2 O-Mn and HO-Mn surfaces signify molecular and dissociative adsorption, respectively, at monolayer coverage (on all surface manganese). Table V lists the adsorption energies E ads , γ values at minimum μ H and maximum μ O (excluding vibrational energy), and geometrical properties for all unique minima located. The definition of E ads is
where E
slab , E clean slab , and E gas H 2 O are the DFT total energies of the hydrated surface slab, stoichiometric FE surface slab, and gas-phase H 2 O, respectively, and N H 2 O is the number of adsorbed water molecules per slab. The lowest-energy AFE and FE structures are depicted in Fig. 5 . At half-monolayer coverage, H 2 O adsorption on Mn1 is slightly more favorable than adsorption on Mn2 (−0.60 vs −0.55 eV). This result is consistent with Mn1 being somewhat easier to oxidize due to fewer O 2− ligands in its coordination sphere as discussed previously. In contrast, Xia et al. 44 determined that Mn2 is the preferred adsorption site at quarter-monolayer coverage. Their lowest-energy structure with H 2 O adsorbed on Mn1 is similar to the H 2 O-Mn1 surface found here with an adsorption energy of −0.47 eV/H 2 O, which has weaker hydrogen bonds between the surface oxygen and the hydrogen of the water (O1-H w and O2-H w ) than the lowest-energy structure located in this study (see Table V ). Given the error in DFT energies in this work, however, the lowest-energy H 2 O-Mn1 and H 2 O-Mn2 surfaces can be considered to be degenerate as their difference in γ is only 2.26 meV/Å
2 . An FE arrangement of the O-H dipoles is preferred for the H 2 O-Mn1 surface [ Fig. 5(b) ], while the H 2 O-Mn2 surface has a more favorable AFE structure [ Fig. 5(c) ], in agreement with the results of Xia et al. 44 at quarter-monolayer coverage. The energetic differences between the lowest-energy AFE and FE structures, however, are essentially nonexistent. The overlayer of H 2 O molecules donates hydrogen bonds to the O2 atoms at the AFE surfaces [see bond lengths in Table V 44 that the O-H dipole orientation at the surface is controlled by the local water environment. Also of note is the large number of unique structures found for half-monolayer water coverage within 5.24 meV/Å 2 of each other in γ (Table V) . This small variation in γ along with the relatively long bond lengths between surface manganese and the oxygen of the adsorbed H 2 O molecules O w (Mn-O w in Table V) demonstrates that the interaction between water and the γ -MnOOH (010) surface is weak. Therefore, surface energies of other configurations not found in this work can be expected to be similar to those listed in Table V . These results are consistent with a recent AIMD study that concluded that water-water interactions were dominant at the interface as water becomes bulklike close to the surface. 44 Monolayer coverage of molecularly adsorbed water on the γ -MnOOH (010) surface is more favorable than halfmonolayer coverage with E ads = −0.69 eV. This result is not surprising given the additional hydrogen-bonding interactions at the surface at monolayer coverage compared to half-monolayer coverage. As shown in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), monolayer H 2 O coverage allows the formation of a hydrogenbonding network along the [101] direction, consisting of average hydrogen-bond lengths of 1.98 and 2.09Å. Because of the stronger water-water interactions at monolayer coverage, the Mn-O w bonds weaken and lengthen by an average of 0.06 and 0.15Å for Mn1 and Mn2, respectively, compared to those on surfaces with half-monolayer coverage. The oxygen atoms of the water molecules are located between 1.47 and 1.52Å above layer 1. On the H 2 O-Mn AFE surface, the water molecules are closer to the surface to allow for stronger hydrogen bonding between adsorbed H 2 O and twofold coordinated oxygen at the surface (Table II) . Therefore, the hydrogen bonds and Mn-O w bonds are generally shorter on the AFE surface than on the FE surface and give rise to smaller vertical relaxations at the AFE surface (see Table II ). Similar to the stoichiometric surfaces, layer 1 oxygen and layer 2 manganese undergo outward and inward relaxations, respectively, relative to the bulk, but the magnitudes of the relaxations are reduced nearly in half (see Table II ). The layer of H 2 O molecules confines the layer 1 oxygen atoms closer to the surface, while the weak Mn-O w interaction pulls the layer 2 manganese out of the surface relative to the stoichiometric surface. Small lateral relaxations are experienced throughout (Table III) . Although dissociated water cannot be stabilized at halfmonolayer coverage, the hydrogen-bonding network along the [101] direction at monolayer coverage overcompensates for the unfavorable energetics of dissociation [ Fig. 5(g) ]. Formation of the HO-Mn surface is exothermic with a E ads value of −0.31 eV, which is still significantly higher than that for molecularly adsorbed water in both low-and high-coverage regimes (see Table V ). An earlier investigation of γ -MnOOH (010) hydrated surfaces did not find a stable structure for dissociatively adsorbed H 2 O. 44 Because of the extra hydrogen atoms atop each layer 1 oxygen atom, all structural protons are transferred from layer 1 oxygen to layer 3 oxygen, and only an FE arrangement of O-H dipoles is found at the HO-Mn surface. The adsorbed OH − groups are chemisorbed to surface manganese as demonstrated by Mn-O w bond lengths of 1.87-1.88Å, completing the coordination sphere of surface manganese. Only when water dissociates at the surface is the coordination sphere of surface manganese truly completed. These strong bonds along with the atop hydrogen atoms on layer 1 oxygen lead to a considerably different surface reconstruction compared to the clean stoichiometric FE surface. Similar to the O = Mn surfaces, layer 1 oxygen atoms undergo inward relaxations, although to a much smaller degree (approximately −5% relative to the bulk). The adsorption of OH − groups on layer 2 manganese results in the manganese moving out of the surface relative to the stoichiometric FE surface (Table II) , but layer 2 Mn1 still experiences a small inward relaxation of −4% relative to the bulk. Layer 2 Mn2 relaxes out of the surface by +7%. Large vertical relaxations are observed for layer 3 and layer 4 oxygen atoms (−12% and +13%, respectively). Layer 1 oxygen and layer 2 Mn1 undergo significant lateral relaxations along the [101] direction (Table III) , which lead to stronger hydrogen bonds between layer 1 oxygen and layer 3 OH − groups than those between layer 1 OH − groups and layer 3 oxygen on the stoichiometric FE surface (1.49 vs 1.65Å). Layer 2 Mn2 and layer 3 oxygen also experience lateral movement of greater than 0.10Å along the [001] direction. Lateral relaxations of layers below layer 3 are generally small (Table III) .
In Fig. 6 , the results of ab initio thermodynamics calculations are shown for the lowest-energy stoichiometric, H 2 O-Mn1, H 2 O-Mn2, H 2 O-Mn, and HO-Mn surfaces. Figure 6 (a) shows that, even at the minimum μ H , all hydrated surfaces are significantly lower in γ than the stoichiometric surface. The H 2 O-Mn surface is predicted to be the most stable surface over the entire range of accessible μ O , and the next lowest-energy surface, the HO-Mn surface, is 28.6 meV/Å 2 higher in γ when the surface is in equilibrium with H 2 O. Interestingly, the HO-Mn surface is essentially degenerate in energy with the H 2 O-Mn1 and H 2 O-Mn2 surfaces given the uncertainty in the calculations, although E ads is much lower for molecular adsorption at half-monolayer coverage than for dissociative adsorption at monolayer coverage (−0.60 and −0.55 eV vs −0.31 eV). The difference in γ values between surfaces with molecularly adsorbed H 2 O at halfmonolayer and monolayer coverages is also considerably larger than their similar adsorption energies would indicate (see Table V ). These results demonstrate the large impact hydrogen bonding can have on calculated γ values, leading to predictions of stable surface terminations that differ from those obtained with simple adsorption energies alone. Surface free energies at finite temperatures and pressures for μ H shown in Fig. 7(b) ], the O = Mn FE surface is predicted to be observed, followed by a transition to the surface oxidized by H 2 removal (the 2H surface). The fully hydrated H 2 O-Mn surface is only 6.23 meV/Å 2 higher in γ than the O = Mn FE surface at 0 K, but this difference grows rapidly as the temperature increases. At 298.15 K and ambient conditions, 21.1 meV/Å 2 in γ separates the O = Mn FE and H 2 O-Mn surfaces, and the hydrated surface may be accessible, depending on surface preparation. It is possible that a hydrated surface with γ lower than that of the oxidized surfaces exists but is not located in the present study, although the weak coordination of the water oxygens to the surface manganese suggests different configurations of water would not have a significant impact on γ . The stoichiometric surface is increasingly accessible as a metastable state with increasing temperature (Fig. 7) . These results generally indicate that γ -MnOOH (010) oxidized surfaces should be observed experimentally, in agreement with the fact that aging of natural γ -MnOOH is known to involve oxidation to β-MnO 2 . 29, 30, 32, 33 Yet, most XPS studies have assigned a 3+ oxidation state to manganese at γ -MnOOH single crystal 31, 35 and powder 35, 36 surfaces. Only under acid treatment has Mn IV been detected at the surface. 38 It is, however, interesting that O 1s spectra are more consistent with the oxidized surfaces as they have indicated that water content at the surface is low (or nonexistent) compared to O 2− and OH − content. 35, 36, 38 The O = Mn FE surface has an O 2− :OH − ratio of 1:1 at the surface, which has been found in a few XPS studies. 35, 37 Because it is unclear which surfaces were examined and what surface preparation techniques were used in some of the experimental work, direct comparison of the calculated results with experimental data should be made with caution. The method by which a surface is prepared is known to have a strong influence on the observed surface structure because kinetic effects can essentially trap a surface in a metastable state. An early report by Hem and Lind 33 demonstrated that, while γ -MnOOH is less 28 stable than higher oxides, aging through disproportionation is kinetically controlled and slow. Therefore, the experimental data on γ -MnOOH surfaces collected to date may represent metastable surfaces that are kinetically trapped rather than the most thermodynamically stable surface. Given the Mn III oxidation state and the low water content on a number of these surfaces, they are likely partially hydrated stoichiometric surfaces. Because the present study ranks only thermodynamic stability, an oxidized surface is predicted to be observed in the absence of kinetic limitations. The results of the present work can be used to explain experimental structural analyses and to identify the metastable states that persist in precisely controlled environments.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The γ -MnOOH (010) surface was studied using ab initio thermodynamics, with a particular emphasis on identifying stable surface terminations, exploring the redox behavior of the surface, and investigating hydration of the clean stoichiometric surface. While the clean stoichiometric surface has a low surface energy, it may only be observed as a metastable state in experiments. Instead, oxidized surfaces are predicted to be the most thermodynamically stable surfaces under environmentally relevant conditions. The O = Mn FE surface is particularly stable due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between surface manganyl groups and structural hydrogen. Under ambient conditions, the crossover temperature from the O = Mn FE surface to the 2H surface closely matches the temperature at which γ -MnOOH oxidizes to β-MnO 2 in air (603 vs 573 K). The 2H surface reconstruction may give insight into the initial oxidation steps for this process. Reduced surfaces are not found to be stable even under severely reducing conditions (low μ O ).
While the bulk exhibits AFE arranged O-H dipoles, an FE configuration is more stable when undersaturated oxygen atoms are present at the surface. Hydrogen transfer to these two-fold coordinated oxygen atoms leads to energetic gains of no greater than 8 meV/Å 2 in most cases. On the O = Mn FE surface, however, the hydrogen-bonding interactions between the manganyl groups and structural hydrogen result in a decrease in γ of 20.1 meV/Å 2 relative to the O = Mn AFE surface when vibrational energy is neglected (inclusion of vibrational energy leads to a slight decrease in this difference with increasing temperature). When the stoichiometric surface is hydrated, hydrogen bonds donated from the adsorbed water molecules stabilize the AFE surfaces so that they become essentially degenerate with the FE surfaces.
The hydration results presented in this work are generally consistent with an earlier AIMD study of water at the γ -MnOOH (010) surface. 44 The weak interactions between molecularly adsorbed H 2 O and the surface are demonstrated by long Mn-O w bonds and small energetic differences between a large number of surfaces with half-monolayer coverage. Molecular adsorption at monolayer coverage is considerably more stable than half-monolayer coverage due to the formation of a hydrogen-bonding network along the [101] direction. This hydrogen-bonding network is also able to stabilize dissociatively adsorbed water at monolayer coverage. In the absence of hydrogen-bonding interactions at half-monolayer coverage, water is unable to dissociate. While the hydrated surfaces are significantly lower in γ than the stoichiometric surface at low temperatures and ambient p O 2 and p H 2 O , they are less thermodynamically stable than the oxidized surfaces at finite temperatures. As with the clean stoichiometric surface, the H 2 O-Mn surface is likely accessible as a metastable state, especially in light of experimental evidence for strong kinetic limitations to oxidation of the surface under environmentally relevant conditions. Therefore, the structural details for the most stable unoxidized surfaces presented in this work may be useful in the interpretation of experimental results.
